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Unique microfiber technology 
Filmop has perfected microfiber technology to offer the unique Rapido microfiber 

mopping system.
•	Holds more soil than conventional microfiber mop heads. 

 More yarn and a finer yarn structure provide more magnetism and “hooks” to 
hold more soil and water.
•	Exclusive long-looped design gets into grooves and pores.
 Special design reaches into edges and corners.
• No foam makes it safe for healthcare use. 
Advanced microfiber technology doesn’t need foam padding, which can 
harbor bacteria or disintegrate. 
• Washable at up to 194° F
Ultra-twist microfiber and advanced velcro backing results in superior life 
expectancy of our mop heads.

Long Loop
ed Design

Two products join together..

Use Wet, Damp or Dry

3D microfiber mop
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Charging System
The Top-Down charging system makes 

it fast and easy to charge up to 30 
microfiber mop heads at one time!

•	 Complete, even saturation in 30 
minutes - Mop heads are charged 
with just the right amount of 
solution.

•	 Uses less chemical solution 
- Just 1.5 gal of ready-to-use 
solution charges 30 16” mops. 

•	 Hands-free system - No hand-
wringing. 

 This system allows you to 
quickly attach and remove 
mop heads with no touching or 
wringing.

•	 Save Energy - skip the dry cycle
 After washing just load the mop heads 

into the charging bucket.

Top-Down
charging b

ucket

for the ultimate
 cleaning system Easy snap

Airtight System
Locks Solution In Bucket



* suggested reference values

Easy Microfiber Charging (5 gal bucket shown)

4. The Top-Down charging buckets with the 
charged  microfiber mops can now be 
transported to your cleaning cart. Our Top-
Down systems can easily be transported by 
use of our optional two wheeled cart.

item# Mops size Average solution* # of mops - up to Covered surface - up to
0000SE1308 12” 0.75 gal 18 4000 sq ft
0000SE1310 16” 0.75 gal 15 4500 sq ft
0000SE1314 24” 1.25 gal 15 6500 sq ft
0000SE1322 16” 1.5 gal 30 9000 sq ft

1. Place “RAPIDO” microfiber mops into the 5 gal 
charging bucket. The plastic divider keeps mops 
compact and aligns them so they will be positioned 
to be easily affixed to the velcro frame. The charging 
bucket can hold up to 30 16” microfiber mops 
enough to cover 9000 sq ft of total surface.

2. Pour about 1.5 gal of your cleaning/disinfectant solution into the 
charging bucket to charge 30 mops. The dosage of solution 
can vary according to customer preferences and/or the number 
of mops used.

3. Close the charging bucket with the hermetic cover. 
Seal the system by snapping in place all the locking 
tabs. Turn the charging bucket upside down. After 30 
minutes, the system has evenly saturated the Rapido 
mop heads with  solution and are ready for use. 

Preparation of the mop....

.....Going to the cart

Microfiber charging system - Global table

Using the dosing bucket...

PATENTED



fig.a fig.b fig.c

1. Unsnap the cover of the Top-Down charging bucket and attach the 
Rapido velcro-backed mop head onto the mop frame.

 Note: Dust mopping or sweeping floor can be eliminated. The Rapido 
long looped design sweeps, dusts and mops in one step.

2. To achieve the optimum distribution of the cleaning/disinfecting 
solution, start by pulling the mop from the door to the opposite 
wall of the room (fig.a), leaving a trail of solution in the middle of 
the floor.

Hands-free removal of dirty mop avoids touching soil and debris. Place dirty mop into collection bin on cart for laundering.

3. From this point you work backwards with “S” movements, and 
draw from the trail of solution you created in the center of the floor 
as you mop the rest of the room (fig.b,c). 

Set microfiber mop and frame on the floor with arrows pointing away from you. 
Hold mop ends with both feet and pull up on handle to remove mop.

How To Use the mops....

....How to remove the mops

Complete Rapido/Top-Down System

One 16” mop per room
 (up to 300 sq ft )



Top-Down Alpha Carts

Top-Down Arka Carts

Item# MA1602701U002

Item# MA0602701U003Item# MA1802701U001Item# MA0802701U001 Item# MA0802703U002

Item# MA0602701U002Item# MA0502701U001

(Some carts are shown with optional equipment)

(Some carts are shown with optional equipment)

Item# 0000LP2421E2

Item# 0000LP2522E2 Item# 0000LP2624E2

Item# 0000LP2311E

Item# 0000LP2423E2

Handy bin for 
extra plastic
trash bags

Mini-cart
easily carries

Top-Down buckets.



Item# 6090113FF 12”
Item# 6090114FF 16”

Item# 6090114AA 16”
Item# 6090115AA 24”

Item# 6090113DA 12”
Item# 6090114DA 16”
Item# 6090115DA 24”

Item# 6090114BB 16”

Item# 6090114CC 16”

Accessories and Components

Item# 5238 12”
Item# 5236 16”
Item# 5237 24”

Item#  0000AT0103D
23 gal mesh laundry bag 
with drawstring closure

M

M

M

M

M

RAPIDO velcro back microfiber 
long looped mop heads

Velcro style Frames

Item# 0000AM3040A
38” - 72” Aluminum 
telescopic handle 

Item# 9122
Grabber 40” 

Item# 1069E
57” “MRI” Room Handle

Item# 0000PA20300
Baggy System

Item# 0000AM30015
55” Aluminum Handle

Item# 6074
23 gal mesh laudry bag 
with rubber lace closureItem# 5338  12”

Item# 5336  16”
Item# 5337  24”
With Locking
Connector

Item# 5232 12”

Item# 5385  12”
Item# 5386  16”
Slim design
With Locking Connector

Item# 0000SE1322A (blue) 
Item# 0000SE1322B (red) 
Top-Down charging bucket
5 gal - Holds 30 16” mops

Item# P190350E
Plastic divider for 5 gal 
Charging Buckets

Item# 0000SE1308A (blue) 
Item# 0000SE1308B (red) 
Item# 0000SE1308C (yellow) 
Top-Down charging bucket 2 gal
Holds 18 12” mops

Item# 0000SE1310A(blue)
Top-Down charging bucket
2.5 gal - Holds 15 16‘‘ mops

Item# 0000SE1314A (blue)
Top-Down charging bucket 3.5 gal
Holds 15-24“ mops Item# 8218A (blue)

Item# 8218B (red)
Item# 8218C (yellow)
Item# 8218F (green)
Dosing buckets (1.5 gal)

Item# R2030138
Hand cart for 2.5 / 5 gal 
charging buckets.

Item#R1070082
Hand cart basket 
for 2 gal charging 
bucket

Item#R2200040
Hand cart support for 
2.5 / 5 gal charging 
buckets

Item# 0000PN02012 12”
Item# 0000PN03012 16”
Item# 0000PN03020 24”

Item# 6090414AL 16”
Item# 6090414DD 16”

Item# 0000PN02014 12”
Item# 0000PN03014 16”
Item# 0000PN03024 24”

M

M

Other available velcro back 
microfiber mop heads

M Microfiber

Loops

Four colors tag

Legend

M

Micro-Activa

Micro-FastRapido Limited

Item# 0000SM00144 

0.9” dia handle holder
Item# 0000SM00147
1” dia handle holder



USA
I ndust r ia l C lean ing Equipment

FILMOP® USA LLC.  
13410 Highway 105 West CONROE - TEXAS - 77304 (U.S.A.)

Toll-Free:  888 741 0707
e-mail: info@filmopusa.com
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www.filmopusa.com


